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EXERCISE 1. What do the following abbreviations stand for? (2 p.) 

SART MOB 

TSS LSA 

GMDSS VTS 

VLCC TEU 

EEBD SOLAS 

EPIRB CPA 

STCW OSC 

MRCC GPS 

SWL UTC 

ETA IMO MSC 

 
EXERCISE 2. Read the definition/description and write the term. Use the words given; there are extra words. (2 p.) 

Engine room, Fore peak tank, Tweendeck, Aft peak tank, Transverse, Not Under Command, General Alarm, Lounge,  
Messroom, Rudder, Galley, Bulkhead, Starboard, Aft, Forward, Forecastle, Adrift, Derrick, Laundry, Port Quarter 

1) Wall-like vertical division that divides into watertight compartments: …………………… 
2) Tank inside the bulbous bow used for trimming the vessel: ………………….. 
3) Space in the accommodation where crew members have their meals: …………………. 
4) Sound signal of seven short blasts and one prolonged blast given with the vessel’s sound system: ………………………… 
5) Space in the accommodation where the meals are prepared by the Cook: ……………….. 
6) Uncontrolled movement at sea under the influence of current, tide or wind: ……………….. 
7) Towards the stern, at or near the stern: …………………… 
8) Vessel which through exceptional circumstances is unable to manoeuvre as required by the COLREGs:  ……………………. 
9) Deck superstructure where we find the windlass for the anchor: …………………. 
10) Space that contains the vessel’s propulsion plant: ………………  
 
EXERCISE 3. Write the type of vessel: (1 p.) 
1. Cargo is loaded on this ship piece by piece with the use of cranes and slings: ………………… 
2. Unrefined petroleum is transported by this ship and it has a capacity of about 200,000 dwt: …………………… 
3. Refrigerated cargo can be transported by this ship inside special standard-sized boxes: …………………. 
4. Cargo that is driven on and off the vessel (such as lorries, cars) is transported by this ship: ………………….. 
5. This ship tows vessels to their berth: …………………. 
 
EXERCISE 4. Circle the correct choice. (3 p.)  

1. Some lifeboats are designed to be lowered by the ship’s …..  
davits   capstan  bitts 

2. A/an … is launched instantly, directly by the ship, for evacuation and is stored in a slipway.   
evacuation chute free fall lifeboat  ship-launched lifeboat  

3. Major uncontrolled flow of seawater into the vessel is called: 
leak   flooding  overflow 

4. A vessel which is not at anchor, or made fast to the shore, or aground is called: 
alongside  underway  berthed 

5. The crew must participate in regular practice …. to be prepared and know how to act in case of emergency. 



schools   drills   gymnasiums   
6. As a deck …., I will go on my first training voyage soon.  

cadet   seaman  trainee 
7. Mooring ropes are used to make fast the ship to the … .  

quay   crane   shell plating 
8. Supplying a ship with fuel is called …  

bunkering  refueling  filling up 
9. A space in a vessel where, for safety reasons, entry is only permitted to authorized crew is a … area. 

forbidden  special   restricted 
10. The position a vessel has to pass according to its voyage plan is called: 

waypoint  fairway   course 
11. The …. is responsible for the loading and discharging of the vessel.  

Chief Steward  Chief Officer  Chief Engineer 
12. The … makes sure bridge electronics are in good working order and charts the route.  

Navigation Officer Electrical Engineer Security Officer 
13. The … is responsible for checking firefighting equipment, life boats and emergency systems.  

Firefighter  Pumpman  Safety Officer 
14. The …. is responsible for discipline on board, for the wellbeing of the crew and the safety of the ship.  

Crew manager  Master   Superintendent 
15. The …. is a rating who has maintenance duties but also keeps a lookout and steers the vessel as helmsman.  

OS   Bosun   AB 
 
EXERCISE 5. Identify the symbols. Fill in the table. (1.4 p.) 
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 Name of symbol Use/function 
1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

7   

 
EXERCISE 6. Identify the vessels. Write the type of vessel, the cargo and where cargo is transported. (0,6 p.) 

 
 

 
 

Type of vessel: ……………………………………………………………… …………………………………………………………………………..  

Cargo: …………………………………………………………………………… …………………………………………………………………………..  

Cargo is transported: ……………………………………………………. …………………………………………………………………………..  


